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Getting Around the (Data) Bases 
New SQL Tutorial walks you through database management and gets you home free! 
 

TORONTO July 12, 2006 -- As content management systems become more and more popular and Internet 
users seek interactivity in the sites they visit, the need for webmasters and developers to know SQL becomes 
increasingly important. The recent launch of the Art Branch, Inc. website SQL Tutorial invites new webmasters 
and seasoned web developers alike to learn SQL programming and refine their SQL skills.  

The Internet has been good to Art Branch, Inc. and founder, Peter Todorov, felt it was time to give something 
back. Art Branch developed SQL-Tutorial.com to help busy webmasters learn SQL programming from start to 
finish. Todorov says, “Education is im portant and doesn’t have to be expensive. W hile a three -day SQL course 
might cost you several thousand dollars, SQL-Tutorial.com is free to anyone who has the desire to learn SQ L.” 

Although there are existing SQL standards, most popular relational database management systems use their 
own SQL dialect of one of the SQL standards. SQL-Tutorial.com is the first SQL tutorial site that is focused on 
remaining dialect independent so that most examples may be applied to most major SQL implementations.  

The Internet makes it possible for great educational resources like SQL-Tutorial.com to be freely available to the 
public. SQL-Tutorial.com is a free educational website that explains the most important SQL clauses, keywords, 
and functions as well as general SQL and relational database management systems concepts.  

Anybody with an Internet connection can learn SQL from SQL-Tutorial.com. Use of the site requires no prior 
programming knowledge or additional materials and invites interested persons from all walks of life to take 
advantage of this free educational service. The tutorial is divided into several chapters starting with very simple 
SQL concepts and examples moving towards more complex language concepts. This easy-access layout of SQL 
Tutorial makes it a valuable resource for both beginners and advanced users. SQL veterans will find SQL-
Tutorial.com to be a handy programming reference. Moreover, the layout of the SQL-Tutorial website allows its 
students to learn at their own pace.  

More information about SQL-Tutorials.com can be found on site at www.sql-tutorial.com.  

About Art Branch: Art Branch Inc., located in Toronto, Ontario is the parent company of http://www.SQL-
Tutorial.com and has developed several educational SQL and database resource sites that are completely free. 
The vision of Art Branch is to provide visitors to company sites with free access to tutorials to help aspiring 
programmers learn and develop their SQL and database skills. Besides SQL-Tutorials.com, current Art Branch 
tutorial sites include Database Directory and Learn SQL . 
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